
 

 

Play On Words LLC, led by highly respected speech language pathologist Sherry Artemenko, announces 2014's 

Summer PAL Award Winners, the toy industry's only recognition directed by a credentialed speech-language 

expert recognizing the language learning edge in exceptional toys, games and books. Sherry's 35 years of child 

development experience with over 15,000 hours working with kids empower her PAL selections, popular blog, 

private practice, media appearances and consulting practice.  
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"I'm excited to see companies taking a closer look at their products to find the language learning potential for 

ALL kids to play together, while making it easier for parents by listing their toy's skills on the packaging or in 

learning guides in the box. Manufacturers are valuing my advice on how to use their toys to maximize learning, 

'We can't wait to see what you think!' The PAL seal, awarded to global enterprises and start-ups alike, 

differentiates the companies who know the marketplace now demands products that are not only fun, but 

packed with learning potential. The PAL Award seal says just that.” 

See below our Summer 2014 Play Advances Language (PAL) Award Winners listed by language learning 

category. 

LANGUAGE STRUCTURE AND REASONING: These outstanding products can build language structure and reasoning, 
often teaching vocabulary, concepts or grammar while delivering fun. Creating a story on a Black White Board, designing 
riddles for a treasure hunt or learning the language of science experiments, all strengthen communication. 

  Clifford Animal Science by the Young Scientist Club  

  Clifford Food Science by The Young Scientist Club 

http://playonwords.com/
http://playonwords.com/in_the_media/
http://playonwords.com/award/

